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 Mobile Solution for Efficient
Inventory Management
 Gain better control and real time visibility on your
warehouses operations
For more information visit www.ecs-co.com/products 

 Mobile Inventory Manager App 



 Let us help you grow your
 business with a better and
simpler inventory operations

 Every day, an enormous number of materials and products flow
 inside and outside of your warehouses. Managing this movement
 and controlling its associated costs is a daunting task that
 requires a strict system. Mobile Inventory Manager is an
 application designed to simplify warehouse’s operation and
 minimize its challenges. This application ensures the accuracy of
 inventory data, improves visibility and management of materials
 across your organization from goods receipt, to goods issue to
transfer, return and much more.i

What Can Mobile Inventory 
Manager Offer?

 Improve inventory management and stock
performance across the organization

 Fulfill orders more rapidly which increase
profitability

 Enhance decision making due to complete
and up-to-date information

Reduce inventory carrying costs

 Achieve real time communication with your
enterprise system (SAP, Oracle, etc…)i

 Reduce labor costs through less human
intervention and fewer errors
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Mobile Inventory Manager Features:i

 Squeeze out maximum productivity and improve customer satisfaction with
 Mobile Inventory Manager. This app provides a strict inventory control and
 enables managers to achieve better visibility across all warehouses. Here are
some of the features:i

Warehouse Management
 Gain a great efficiency and control
 over all inventory work throughout
 the process of receiving, transfers,
returns, data entry and much more.i

Stock Overview
 with stock overview feature, you can
 check stock details instantly, just
 scan and search for any item in any
plant, storage location or even bins.i

Stock Transfer
 Simply handle all stock transfers
 between plants, storage locations
and bins in a matter of second

Barcode Scanning
 The app significantly reduces data
 entry errors through barcode
 technology and mobile scanning. This
 increases inventory accuracy and
 worker's productivity in the
warehouse.I

 Seamless Integration with SAP
system
 The app is designed to seamlessly
 integrate with your SAP system.
 Whenever any activity is performed
 on the mobile app, it directly syncs
information with the SAP system

Simplified Inventory Count.
 Save time, effort and cost with a
 simplified Inventory counts process. It
 can be carried out with a barcode and
 scanner to adjust inventory
quantities quickly.i

Goods Receipt
 Automate and streamline your goods
 receipt process, whether it's linked to
 a production order, a purchase order,
or a return from customers.i

Goods Issue
 Easily perform goods issue with a
 simplified way of locating, loading
shipping processes.i

Mobile technology platform
 This solution works on Microsoft
 Windows operating system, which is
 compatible with a variety of popular
handheld devicei

 Gain a Real Time Stock Visibility and
a Better Inventory Control
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Stock Overview
Search for all goods available in 
plants, storage locations, or 
storage bins

Manage all inbound movements 
of materials into the warehouse

Manage all outbound 
movements of materials from 
the warehouse

Create transfers for inbound or 
outbound orders

Goods Receipt

Goods Issue

Transfers

Physical Count
Easily track on-hand stock 
quantities count and perform 
inventory adjustment
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